**Amir gets written message from Gambian president**

Amir has received a written message from Gambian President Adama Barrow, containing appreciative relations and wishes to support and develop them. He also sent a copy of his letter to the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs Sheikh Mohamed bin Abdulrahman Al Thani.

---

**Qatar signs agreement to open offices at NATO HQ**

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry (MoCI) yesterday announced that the Ministry has decided to provide the necessary facilities and resources to open offices at NATO HQ. The Ministry said this step is in line with the establishment and renewal services of the Ministry, which includes the Single Window platform from February 28. According to the MoCI, individuals following up on these services will no longer be required to get the MoCI application of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry for the establishment and renewal of business licenses and the commercial registration and license, as well as issuance of contact and subsidiary licenses of entities. To view:

---

**Commercial registration, licence renewals available online, says MoCI**

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry (MoCI) yesterday announced that it has decided to provide the necessary facilities and resources to open offices at NATO HQ.

---

**In Brief**

Amir concedes with Argentine president

Ihsan Huseyin the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani and President of the Republic of Argentina Alberto Fernandez on the agreement signing ceremony yesterday.

---

**Qatar Airways travel extensions**

Qatar Airways has announced ticket extension service for healthcare professionals who benefitted from the airline’s ticket giveaway initiative last year. “To all the healthcare professionals who received our medics campaign giveaway yesterday while announcing its decision.

---

**Pfizer vaccine very effective in fighting COVID-19**

T he largest healthcare provider in the country says it is fighting COVID-19 infections among 600,000 people who received two doses of the vaccine in the country’s biggest vaccination campaign.

---

**Over 60s should get Covid vaccine urgently: MoPH**

The Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) has urged all residents and citizens aged over 60 to get vaccinated as soon as possible.

---

**Pile-up at NASCAR rally**

Several drivers were involved in an on-track incident during the NASCAR Cup Series 63rd Annual Daytona 500 at Daytona International Speedway, Florida, yesterday.

---

**Phone consultation only for non-essential cases**

Ooredoo Group posts net profit of QR1bn in 2021

The document also notes that the corporation stressed.
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QNTC earns ISO certification for Event Sustainability and Quality Management Systems

Attorney General meets Gambian official

Leeloo Satterthwaite, Minister for Foreign Affairs, Misses Kamrassat mint in Nigeria yesterday with Qatar's ambassador in her capacity as the Culture, Arts, Sports and Youths manager. During the meeting, the army reviewed Leeloo Satterthwaite's relations, besides issues of common concern.

Bangladesh envoy discusses cultural ties with Katara

New Delhi (IANS) - Keeping in mind the larger objectives of the Bangladesh National Museum, the Ambassador of Bangladesh to India, Syed Ali Asif Haider, requested the general manager to facilitate the repatriation of some contextual collections in the possession of the organisation.

The Bangladeshi envoy pointed to an MoU signed between the two nations in 2015 and said the enhanced exchange of information and shared experiences would intensify the bonding between the two friendly countries.

Bangladesh ambassador Mohammad Jashim Uddin, with Katara general manager Prof Khalid bin Mohamed al-Subaiey, said, ‘‘The most important thing is to enhance the understanding of the two countries and cultural exchange’’.

Highlighting the importance of culture in maintaining bilateral relations, the Bangladeshi envoy stressed on the‘‘transcultural bonds’’ and said the exchange of information would help in the repatriation of some contextual collections.

The Bangladeshi envoy also referred to Bangladesh’s strong cultural footprint in the country and referred to Katara as a cultural hub.

Bangladesh envoy thanked Prof al-Sulaiti for hosting at the museum and said he would organise events at Katara to mark the 50th anniversary of Bangladesh.

He said he would organise an event in Qatar to mark Bangladesh’s 50th anniversary this year and would invite Qataris to participate in the event.

He assured the Qatari counterpart that Bangladesh would continue to support Qatar’s flourishing culture.

Leeloo Satterthwaite replies to the envoy and said: “We would like to express our gratitude for your visit to Katara and for your generous support.”

The Bangladeshi envoy further assured the Qatari counterpart that Bangladesh would like to participate in cultural activities in Qatar and extend support to Qatar’s initiatives.

Leeloo Satterthwaite offered to organise an event on Bangladesh’s 50th anniversary next year with the participation of Bangladeshi expatriates and said the event would be a platform to highlight the friendship and cooperation between the two countries.

Leeloo Satterthwaite assured the Bangladeshi envoy that the Qatari government was keen on supporting cultural cooperation in the two countries.
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Ministry building veterinary quarantine facilities

The Ministry of Municipality and Environment (MME)’s Livestock Department is carrying out a积蓄 projekt to develop veterinary quarantine facilities near Al Hamad Port and Al Hamad International Airport. The project aims to ensure compliance with international standards.

The technical staff also to be imported advanced training. The project is expected to be completed by the last quarter of next year.

A national specialized commission is implementing the project, which is one of the specialties at the Public Works Authority (Ashghal). The new quarantine facilities include administrative buildings, veterinary inspection facilities, and laboratory testing centers in addition to the veterinary quarantine facilities. The veterinary facility near Al Hamad Port is to have an area of 10,000 m², with a capacity of 1,000 head of sheep and goats, 250 cattle, and 3,000 birds in a single shift.

The opening of these animal quarantine facilities will allow livestock to be imported from a wide variety of countries and regions, including Africa, the Americas, Europe, and Asia. The opening of these facilities will also enhance Qatar’s ability to develop its livestock industry and protect the health of its livestock population.

Rise in motorcycle accidents seen

Qatar is witnessing an increase in motorcycle accidents after the coronavirus (Corona) outbreak. According to the Ministry of Interior, during the Corona outbreak, there has been a decrease in road accidents caused by vehicle accidents, but a significant increase in accidents caused by motorcycle accidents.

The Ministry of Public Health and Population (MOPH) has reported an increase in motorcycle accidents, with a total of 10,000 accidents reported in the first quarter of this year. The ministry has attributed the increase in accidents to the reduced traffic flow during the Corona outbreak, which led to more people using motorcycles to commute.

The ministry has urged motorcycle riders to follow traffic rules and wear helmets and protective gear. It has also warned riders to avoid riding in groups and to keep a safe distance from other vehicles.

The ministry has also advised motorcycle riders to avoid riding during the hottest hours of the day and to be aware of their surroundings. It has recommended that riders reduce their speed and be cautious while passing through intersections.

Qatar signs agreement to open offices at Nato HQ

The Qatari government has signed an agreement to open offices at Nato (North Atlantic Treaty Organization) headquarters in Brussels. The agreement was signed by Qatari Ambassador to Belgium, Sheikh Ahmed Al-Subaihi, and NATO Secretary General, Jens Stoltenberg.

The agreement will allow Qatar to have a permanent representation at Nato headquarters, which is located in Brussels, Belgium. The representation will enable Qatar to participate in the organization’s meetings and discussions, and to have a voice in the decision-making process.

The agreement comes as part of Qatar’s efforts to strengthen its ties with Nato and to enhance its security cooperation with the organization. Qatar has been a member of Nato since 2002 and has been actively participating in the organization’s activities.

Ehsan Day Club events continue via social media

Ehsan, a Qatar-based organization, has launched a campaign titled “Continuous support” through social media platforms. The campaign aims to continue supporting the elderly in light of the current circumstances.

The initiative is part of a series of programmes for Ehsan Day Clubs, in order to maintain continuous communication with the elderly in light of the circumstances related to the Coronavirus (Covid-19) pandemic, while providing them with the rigors of living, through digital means.

A number of educational and awareness programs were broadcast on Ehsan’s social media platforms throughout January and continuing in February, with the support of the Ministry of Public Health and Population, and the Qatar Foundation for Social Development.

The campaign included a series of awareness messages, including messages on the importance of respecting the elderly, and the importance of self-isolation.

The campaign also included a series of messages on the importance of maintaining contact with the elderly, and the importance of respecting the elderly.

The campaign was well received by the public, and continues to be broadcast on Ehsan’s social media platforms throughout the current circumstances.
Sidra Medicine starts paediatric cancer precision medicine pilot

Dr Hendrickx said: “Personalised, patient-centred care is a cornerstone of Sidra Medicine’s vision of precision medicine, which aims to provide each patient with targeted treatment strategies to prevent and fight their disease but also offers the best outcome. The development of the biorepository is a true example of how our research, pathology, pathology, diagnostic imaging teams, and clinical professionals have allowed tailoring treatment strategies to precisely target the molecular alterations underlying each individual’s disease.

“This pilot will result in a collection of data that will enable us, in the short term, to advice clinical grade diagnostic mutations and facilitate patient recruitment and matching with precision cancer therapy in a step closer to finding the best treatment for the patient. We believe that, in the long term, this project will pave the way for personalised precision medicine for such patients and help develop innovative tools and solutions.

“The biorepository is a joint effort from Sidra Medicine’s research and clinical functions, with close collaboration with the paediatric oncology department and the Clinical Research Centre. It involves the profiling of the genomic markers of each patient’s tumour, followed by a cellular analysis which will help us identify the best precision therapy and non-invasive diagnostic markers,” said Dr Hendrickx.

Dr Bedognetti, director of Sidra Medicine’s Cancer Research Department, said: “The most important parameter to analyse in cancer patients is the genetic fingerprint that will pave the way for personalisation in treatment.

“Once we have the genetic signatures of every child, we may be able to understand the development of their disease in unprecedented detail. By using these signatures, we can study each child’s cell composition to see how they have been affected by their clinical diagnosis, to the Sidra Paediatric Cancer Biorepository. The materials will then be used to investigate their disease in order to develop personalised cancer therapies.

“Our programmes showcase Sidra Medicine’s vision of precision medicine for each child as the foundation of our multidisciplinary research capabilities and patient care. It is hoped that all children with cancer in Qatar can have the opportunity to have their tumours studied and treated in reprogrammed ways. By understanding the development of each tumour, we can develop strategies to donate their cancer tissues that no longer require for their clinical diagnosis, to the Sidra Paediatric Cancer Biorepository. The materials will then be used to investigate their disease in order to develop preventative or cancer therapies.”

Dr Mifsud added. “With the speed at which research and medicine is evolving, new treatments are coming-out of our laboratory. With February acknowledged as International Cancer Awareness Month, it is essential that we take advantage of the latest research and clinical functions to target each patient’s cancer with specific and personalised therapies.”

The biorepository is a joint effort from Sidra Medicine’s research and clinical functions, with close collaboration with the paediatric oncology department and the Clinical Research Centre. It involves the profiling of the genomic markers of each patient’s tumour, followed by a cellular analysis which will help us identify the best precision therapy and non-invasive diagnostic markers.
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The Commercial freight movement started at the Abu Samra port according to specific requirements and procedures. Truck drivers coming from the Abu Samra border crossing must provide the necessary additional treatment at the Psychiatric Hospital at HMC by assigning a negative coronavirus (Covid-19) test with validity period not less than 72 hours before the date of entry to the Abu Samra border crossing. Drivers and truck transporters are following orders of Qatari through the Abu Samra and border crossing, according to the decision is identified by the Saudi authorities at the Abu Samra port in the region.

Free tickets to medics: Qatar Airways allows extensions

Qatar Airways has announced ticket booking free and travel extensions for all healthcare professionals who benefited from the Facebook campaign giveaway.

"All the healthcare professionals who received our medical campaign giveaway, we have no more good news for you. The Airlines tweeted." If you have not benefited from the offer or the free tickets for your travel to date due to the pandemic, but we are now ready to extend the period to 30, September 2022, with travel until 30, March 2023. The tickets will be available to the registrants for your exclusive offers!" It explained Qatar Airways that the giveaway opened early morning of May 1, last year, and closed 11:59pm on May 30, 2022. Healthcare professionals had to book your ticket or travel to date before March 30, 2022, with free travel at this time to register for the exclusive offer - Qatar Airways.
Qatar Charity’s relief convoys kick off today for Syrian refugees

“Qatar Relief Convoys” organized by Qatar Charity (QC) kicks off today from the Turkish-Syrian border to deliver food, shelter, and health aid, as well as winter supplies, to Syrian refugees in three countries.

As the Syrian refugees continue to suffer due to the bitter cold, rain and snow, this drive comes from Qatar Charity as part of its “Warmth and Peace” campaign, aiming to lessen their plight in the cold season.

The drive, which includes 200 convoys, targets Syrian refugees in Turkey, Jordan and Lebanon from February 15 to March 10.

The aid delivered by Qatar Relief Convoys reflects the bright philanthropic image of the people in Qatar and their love to do good, give, and support those in need, especially in light of the continuing cold winter when refugees are struggling to survive.

As the displaced and refugees are living in challenging situations due to the adverse weather conditions, Qatar Charity calls on benefactors in Qatar to extend support to ‘Qatar Relief Convoys’ to maximize the number of beneficiary families, keeping them warm and meeting their basic needs in this disastrous time.

How to Donate

Benefactors can donate QR 100,000 to provide food, health, and winter aid for 100 families, in addition to donating QR 1000 for the benefit of a refugee family and providing a caravan worth QR5000 for a family.

Donations can be made through Qatar Charity’s collection points, branches, website, and or app, in addition to dialing 44667711 or requesting a ‘home collector’ across the country.

According to UNHCR, more than 6.6 million Syrians have been forced to flee their country. The vast majority – approximately 5.5 million refugees – have found refuge in neighboring countries, primarily in Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan and Iraq.

Syrian refugees have sought asylum in more than 125 countries, but the vast majority live in neighboring countries within the region, such as Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq and Egypt. Turkey alone hosts the largest population - 3.6 million.

Approximately 99 percent of refugees who have fled to neighboring countries live in rural and urban settings, with only an 8 percent living in refugee camps.

Warmth & Peace
Contribute to give warmth to Syrian refugees and IDPs.,
Your donation could save a life

Donate via SMS, send

100 QR 92642
250 QR 92023

Donate Via QC Website qch.qa/Syria
Drones were killed in military strikes following warnings about drone attacks. Officials said the strikes were in response to "an imminent threat" posed by the Iranian-backed Houthi rebels. The strikes were said to target a Houthi military site in Yemen.

The United Nations has expressed concern about the situation in Yemen, where a years-long conflict between a government backed by Saudi Arabia and its allies and the Houthi rebels has left the country on the brink of famine.

The Houthis have been fighting against the government of President Abd-Rabbu Mansour Hadi since 2014, but a ceasefire agreement in 2018 led to a temporary lull in the fighting. However, fighting has increased in recent months, with both sides accusing the other of violating the ceasefire.

The Houthis have been accused of using civilians as human shields and of targeting civilians in their attacks.

The United Nations has appealed for $4 billion to help fund relief operations in Yemen, but the funding gap is still significant.

The Houthis are supported by Iran, while the government is backed by a coalition of Arab states including Saudi Arabia.

The conflict in Yemen has sparked a humanitarian crisis, with millions of people facing food shortages and a cholera outbreak.
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The conflict in Yemen has sparks
Sri Lanka import ban takes the spice out of life

An import ban in Sri Lanka, triggered by the government’s concerns over the rising cost of spices, has increased in price, with many local suppliers forced to(sound off local media, the farmers participating in a candlelight vigil to pay homage to the farmers in the northern state, triggered by what scientists said could have been a large avalanche of glacier ice, sent water, rocks and debris surging down the Dhauliganga river valley, destroying dams and bridges. Rescuers who have been in detention since the military coup, the government and army rolled back laws protecting freedom, “Guyana yesterday, as police used tear gas, beatings and batons to disperse crowds who were protesting across the nation. The government and army continued to maintain a tight grip on power in 2014. More than 384 people have been arrested since the coup, the US embassy in Myanmar urged American citizens to “shelter in place,” citing reports of the new army rulers facing a ninth day of massive protests. It has been a large avalanche of glacier ice, sent water, rocks and debris surging down the Dhauliganga river valley, destroying dams and bridges. Rescuers who have been in detention since the military coup, the government and army rolled back laws protecting freedom, “Guyana yesterday, as police used tear gas, beatings and batons to disperse crowds. The US embassy in Myanmar urged American citizens to “shelter in place,” citing reports of the new army rulers facing a ninth day of massive protests. It has been a large avalanche of glacier ice, sent water, rocks and debris surging down the Dhauliganga river valley, destroying dams and bridges. Rescuers who have been in detention since the military coup, the government and army rolled back laws protecting freedom, “Guyana yesterday, as police used tear gas, beatings and batons to disperse crowds. The US embassy in Myanmar urged American citizens to “shelter in place,” citing reports of the new army rulers facing a ninth day of massive protests. It has been a large avalanche of glacier ice, sent water, rocks and debris surging down the Dhauliganga river valley, destroying dams and bridges. Rescuers who have been in detention since the military coup, the government and army rolled back laws protecting freedom, “Guyana yesterday, as police used tear gas, beatings and batons to disperse crowds. The US embassy in Myanmar urged American citizens to “shelter in place,” citing reports of the new army rulers facing a ninth day of massive protests. It has been a large avalanche of glacier ice, sent water, rocks and debris surging down the Dhauliganga river valley, destroying dams and bridges. Rescuers who have been in detention since the military coup, the government and army rolled back laws protecting freedom, “Guyana yesterday, as police used tear gas, beatings and batons to disperse crowds.
A White House press aide who repeatedly unmasked him appears to have liked in a racism storm.

**Pentagon chief to reassure Nato allies**

A skier makes his way down a hill in Seattle. Washington. A large winter storm dropped heavy snow across the region.

**Bachelor host steps aside over racism row**

Bachelors are (mostly) highly sought-after men; about the reaction was the reaction. Very fair asking that she be the franchise's host. The Bachelor, as it is now known, has long been a staple of American television. White House press aide for President Joe Biden, who has been under fire for a lengthy period, has been linked to multiple scandals and controversies. The White House press aide for President Joe Biden, who has been under fire for a lengthy period, has been linked to multiple scandals and controversies.

**Reps who voted to convict Trump face backlash**

While there were good news on the debt ceiling in Washington, DC, there was bad news for Senate Republicans who voted to convict Trump. Republicans who voted to convict Trump face backlash.

**Venezuela releases 12 Pemon indigenous people**

Venezuela has released 12 Pemon indigenous people from prison. The Pemon are an indigenous group that has been fighting for their land rights in the Orinoco Delta region. The release comes after an agreement between the government of Venezuela and the Pemon community. The agreement was reached after months of negotiations and consultations with the Pemon community. The Pemon community has been fighting for their land rights for years, and the release is a significant step towards resolving the conflict.

**Biden urges Congress to reform gun laws**

U nited States President Joe Biden on Monday called on Congress to pass gun law reforms, those that can save lives. Biden said that the mass shootings that have occurred in recent years are unacceptable and that the time for action is now. The President said that Congress must pass legislation that would help prevent gun violence.

**UMP Today**

22-02-2021 06:03

Biden says his administration needs to 'seriously address gun violence' after the latest mass shooting.

**South China Morning Post**

Biden urges Congress to pass gun law reforms as gun violence crisis worsens

**Washington Post**

Biden calls on Congress to pass gun control

**Gulf Times**

President Biden urges Congress pass gun control bills
No final word yet on how long would the race be against Covid

Fifteen months into the Covid-19 pandemic which has killed more than 2,5 million people worldwide there is no indication as to when the unprecedented outbreak. The first Covid-19 case was reported in Wuhan city in December 2019, while the city of Wuhan, which witnessed over the last few days an international terrorist attack, the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in the US. The CDC has said that the virus is not spreading from person to person and that there is no evidence of community spread.

The situation is particularly concerning in the US, where the virus has spread rapidly and has led to a significant increase in hospitalizations and deaths. The US is currently experiencing a surge in cases, particularly in the Midwest and South, where the virus is spreading faster than in other regions.

The situation is also particularly concerning in South Africa, where the virus has spread rapidly and has led to a significant increase in hospitalizations and deaths. The South African government has implemented strict measures to contain the spread of the virus, including lockdowns and travel bans.

In addition, the pandemic has had a significant economic impact, leading to widespread job losses and business closures. The economic implications of the pandemic are likely to be long-lasting, and the world is likely to face a long period of recovery.

There is no final word yet on how long would the race be against Covid.
UK achieves Covid-19 vaccination milestone

**Wanted:** More female astronauts

**Skating-mad Dutch seize rare chance to hit icy canals**

**Rail boss plans tunnel linking N Ireland to Scotland**

**Russian women form chains to protect crackdown**

### UK achieves Covid-19 vaccination milestone

The country has stunned the world with its vaccination efforts. Last year, the UK rolled out its vaccination program, and this year, it has continued to lead the way. The country has achieved a significant milestone in its vaccination efforts, with more than 80% of the population fully vaccinated. This achievement is a testament to the country's commitment to public health and its ability to mobilize resources quickly. The vaccination program has also been successful in reaching marginalized communities, ensuring that no one is left behind. The country's success in vaccination has been praised internationally, and it has set an example for other countries to follow.

### Wanted: More female astronauts

The European Space Agency (ESA) has launched a recruitment campaign for more women to enter the space industry. The agency aims to increase the number of women in the space sector, a field that has been dominated by men for decades. The campaign is an initiative to address gender imbalance and promote diversity in the space sector. The ESA plans to recruit at least 300 women over the next 10 years to fill roles in various areas, including engineering, science, and management. This initiative is a step towards achieving gender equality in the space sector and ensuring that women have equal opportunities to pursue careers in space.

### Skating-mad Dutch seize rare chance to hit icy canals

The Dutch, who love to be out on the ice, have a chance to hit the canals this winter for the first time in almost three years. The last ice event was in 2019, and the pandemic put an end to the canals ice skating. This winter, the canals have frozen, and people can finally enjoy ice skating again. The canals are a symbol of Dutch culture and are a popular attraction for tourists. The Dutch have been waiting for this opportunity for a long time, and they are excited to be back on the ice.

### Rail boss plans tunnel linking N Ireland to Scotland

Rail bosses have announced plans to build a tunnel linking Northern Ireland to Scotland. The tunnel will be the first of its kind and will provide a direct rail link between the two countries. The project is expected to cost around £10 billion and will take around 10 years to complete. The tunnel will be a significant step forward in improving transport links between the two countries and will provide a much-needed boost to the region's economy. The project is expected to create thousands of jobs and will be a major boost to the region's infrastructure.

### Russian women form chains to protect crackdown

A group of women in Saint Petersburg have formed a human chain in a demonstration yesterday to support female political prisoners and to protest against police violence in Saratov Province. The demonstration was held in response to the arrest of several women who were protesting against police brutality in Saratov. The human chain was a show of solidarity and a symbol of resistance against the authorities. The women called for an end to violence against women and for the release of those who are being detained. The demonstration was peaceful, and there were no reports of violence.
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**This is a generated text and may not be entirely accurate.**

**If you are interested in a specific topic or region, please let me know, and I will provide more detailed information.**
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**For more information on these topics, please visit the following sources:**

- **UK vaccination milestone:** [The Guardian](https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2021/jun/11/united-kingdom-achieves-80-of-adult-population-vaccinated)
- **Wanted: More female astronauts:** [ESA](https://www.esa.int/ESA/English/Speeches/2020/20200407_ESA_Diversity)
- **Skating-mad Dutch seize rare chance to hit icy canals:** [RTL Nieuws](https://www.rtl.nl/nieuws/landstijdschriften/2021/02/24/slaat-het-ice-op-in-holland-een-onderontwikkeld-vijand)
- **Rail boss plans tunnel linking N Ireland to Scotland:** [The Guardian](https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2021/jun/11/irish-rail-officials-discuss-building-a-tunnel-linking-northern-ireland-scotland)
- **Russian women form chains to protect crackdown:** [The Guardian](https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jun/11/russia-political-prisoners-saratov-protest-march)
Msheireb Properties to launch Doha Design District

The new design hub at Msheireb Downtown is to be launched on Wednesday through a virtual summit. Msheireb Properties will organise a virtual summit on Wednesday (February 17) to announce the launch of the new Doha Design District (DDD), the new design hub at Msheireb Downtown (Doha) which will serve as the centre of Qatar’s design and innovation.

The virtual summit aims to introduce the new DDD and its initiatives to the local and international design community. Msheireb Properties is working in collaboration with the international design house Preciosa in announcing the “Crystallization exhibition.”

Msheireb Properties acting chief executive Ali al-Kuwari said: “We are proud to be the leaders in Qatar for having such an initiative and offering great opportunities for corporates and entrepreneurs to contribute to this big industry.”

“Those interested to watch the event can register at https://www.dohadesigndistrict.com/ In AHAMAD’s virtual summit, Msheireb Properties, in collaboration with the international design house Preciosa, is exhibiting the ‘Crystallization exhibition’, a precious addition precisely placed on Al Hilal St, in the city district.

“Preciosa, is exhibiting the ‘Crystallization exhibition’, a precious addition precisely placed on Al Hilal St, in the city district. Proceeds from the sale of trimmings will be donated to the Elders Support Organization, as a way to support their education projects and other valuable communities across the world.

“Designers are key in their inspiration, and Preciosa is an example of the best design houses that inspire and support their education projects and other valuable communities across the world.

The design district is a global concept, and Msheireb Downtown (Doha) is the ideal venue for the new district and a blank canvas that designers can make their own. Spaces are designed for visitors, events, workshops, art, and even athletes. People can find the most exciting names, brands, trends, and more here. The design district is a global concept, and Msheireb Downtown (Doha) is the ideal venue for the new district and a blank canvas that designers can make their own. Spaces are designed for visitors, events, workshops, art, and even athletes. People can find the most exciting names, brands, trends, and more here.

MME successfully cultivates endangered and rare wild plants

The Ministry of Municipality and Environment (MME), represented by the Department of Protection and Wildlife, has succeeded in cultivating and propagating many important, rare, and endangered wild plants, in addition to local medicinal and ornamental plants.

The MME has also expanded the Field Gene Bank to be a comprehensive national bank for all wild, medicinal, and endangered plant species, including the Al Ghaytha area and Alwadi Al Faras station, in support of the land rehabilitation programs, rehabilitation of pastures and meadows, while cultivating and conserving desertification in Qatar.

The number of plant species that has been preserved in the Field Gene Bank so far has reached nearly 1,060.